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Students on Bed Square during last
Th rVtlloM nt Wnnater will it?a in(sponsor Wooster iQ the USSR, a sum-- 1
imer svuaey program m wc soviet
reTninn.' under the direction of James
Bernhardt. Wooster in the USSR is a
program designed to enrich and ex
nana the college's Russian language
program and to augment the Col--
Beirm'm nffprints ill the history andjculture of Russia and the USSR. The
program consists of three phases:
pin extensive on-camp- us orientation;
formal Russian language instruction
feondneted br Soviet instructors in
the USSR; and a travel seminar
featuring site, visits in Moscow,
Yaroslavl, Kiev, and Leningrad as
iweu as neia mps m me jmoan
Snowball semi-form-al $et
.v: ByCarrie Allison
Got any plans for this Saturday
m night? You're going to be studyingfor finals, you say? Wen. Junior Jeff
Moore, Chairperson of SAB 's
Special Events Committee, has a
suggestion for the kind of study
, break' that only comes once in the
Wooster Winter holiday season.
Dance away those studying blues at
the first annual Snowball Semi--
formal Dance, to be held on Satur-
day, December 7th, from 10:00 p.m.
to 1:00 a.m. in the Lowry Center
v.
summer's visit to the Soviet Union.
region of southern Russia. Students
registering for tnt program earn
two credits. The cost of the program,
all-inclusi- ve from New York, is
$3440.00.
The program is an excellent op- -l
portunity to travel to tne jwmei
Union and experience a culture quite
different from our own. This year
the program will run from Ifay 23 to
July 27. Cities of interest will be
Ifoscow, the. northern cities of
Russia's ffolden ring. Krasnodar,
where lansuaee classes will be held,
Kiev and Leningrad. For more in-
formation see James Bernhardt of
the Russian Studies Department.
Ballroom.. ' . . r .
According to Moore, we oano a
"really awesome." and the "food's
gonna be great." Moore and his
committee have worked hard to ob-
tain the necessary funding from the
administration in tne nopes uai ucy
mmr m new Waoater tradition.
They've spared no expenee in hiring
"Tne latest , i top w aaufor a repeat performance on the
Wooster campus. Croissants will be
served, a favorite at past semi-form- al
dances, along with hot- -
buttered fruit cups ana a seiecuon ui
By Mary Cox
Sophomore Sarah Kotchen, a can-
didate for Vice-Preside- nt of the Stu-
dent Government Association, was
disqualified from the SGA election
on November 21 when she was found
to be in violation of Election Publici-
ty Guidelines. She appealed the dis-
qualification on several grounds that
have become causes for significant i
controversy and discussion on cam--
pus.
. Kotchen lost the final appeal for
her reinstatement last week, on
Monday November 25, by a 12 yes- -7
no vote by the SGA General
Assembly. In order to be reinstated
Kotchen needed 13 out of 19 votes in
her favor. There were two absten-
tions of General Assembly
members.
Kotchen's candidacy was initially
invalidated by the Cabinet on the
night of the elections- - because an
election advertisement submitted by
a friend that was favorable to Kot-
chen's campaign, appeared in the
November 21 issue of the Potpourri.
Because this issue was available to
students during the hours of the elec-
tions, the advertisement was
brought to the attention of Rocco
Zaxzaro who was. in charge of the
elections. :
Zanaro sresented - the Potpourriif a scheduled meeting of the SGA
Cabinet, consisting of tnat evening.
He made the motion to invalidate
Kotchen's candidacy based on the
fact that publicity was up after 4
pjn. and was in violation of Section
One of the election guideines. This
rule states that "Candidates may
hang signs..." for the publicity of
their campaigns and, that " These
signs may remain up 'until 4 p.m. of
the Day of the election."
There were also many conflicts of
interest concerning Kotchen, who is
also a member of the Cabinet. SGA
President Ferguson said, "Everybody was upset about it, but
we knew we had to take action ac-
cording to the guidelines." Cabinet
member Fraizini added "It was
shaky over whether.she violated the
guidelines or not," but "we had to
make a decision then. It was just
thrown at us and we were forced to
come up with a yes or no answer."
Campbell recalled that "The at-
mosphere of that evening was emo-
tionally charged as the Cabinet has
worked closely with Sarah...We felt
terrible but tried to be as objective
as possible'Cabinet members are
Prishant Aggarwal. Laurie Camp-
bell, Jody English, Julie Fergusor
for Saturday
beverages and spreads. '
revealed that an internationallyEmms personality wfll be ta atten
dance also. xes. xrogeiBuSS'and only Santa CUus htaself
will be out were on me mhw
Jamming with Wooster students.
Ana xor omj "4rvIphotograph taenwiti,hto. So Uke
ltoore s aavicc uw iu -- -r
day season with plenty of Top 40
cheer. .- -. v ;. . .
John Fernandex. Vince FraszinL
Sue Friedman, Lisa Fowerbsugh,
Sarah Kotchen, Julie Rice, Andy
Wert and Rocky Zaxzaro.
Many Dartkioants Questioned
whether Kotchen was reponsible fori
the publicity in the Potpourri. ZasH
xaro said, "me issue is mat aaran u
responsible for her own campaign
and according to the votes, she)
brakes the rules." wane otners on
the Cabinet, like Fernandex said,
"the question was over how it (the
submission) cot put into the Pot."
Senior Bill Townsend, who submits
ted the ad was asked to speak. He
said. "It was something out of con
trol. Somehow there were two sub- -l
missions. I submitted one of them on
the 11th to come out on the 14th. It
didn't and it came out on the 21st.
Drew Khalouf, Co-edit- or of the
Potpourri, also spoke. He aescnoea
the procedure of the publication, but
could not give a definite explanation
about the printing of Townsend's
submission. As Ferguson statea.
"There is no evidence except two
conflietinc stories concerning the
PoL The only thine we know is that
Bin was working on Sarah's eam--J
paign and an advertisement sup--1
porting ner was maeea m ue roi
that aFpearedafterlp jn." -Controversy also ensued over the
wording of the guideline which Kot--f
enen was saw to nave vioiaiea. At-
tention was given specifically to the
meaning of "sign" as was stated in
that rule. Kotchen was asked to state
her definition and interpretation of a
sign to the General Assembly, which
was tne nrst point ox ner appeal.
SGA Election
By Bob Murphy
On Thursday, November 21, thej
Student Government Association J
SGA, held their annual elections tot
determine officers for 18S8. After)
heavy poster board campaining by
all the candidates, the elections
almost went off smoothly, except the
Vice-President- ail office. An adver-
tisement appeared in the Potpourri
that day, causing the disquauacaum
of sophomore Sarah Kotchen. .
Elected as SGA President was
John Fernandez,
.
a junior from
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
Sophomore Jonathon Barclay, of
Anderson Pennsylvania, was elected
to the position of secretary, ana
Greg Bevensee, also a sophomore,
from LawrencevOle New Jersey,
was voted in as SGA treasurer. .
The - un-o-ff elections yesterday
followed election guidelines that
state that if there are more than four
times the amount of candidates as
number of positions and one can-
didate does not receive more than 50
percent of the vote, a run-o-ff election
win be held one week after the
regular election that incudes the top
three vote setters in the earlier elec-
tion. The election was held two
weeks later because of Thanks giv
ing break, according to Jayne Culp,
SGA advisor.
Most people agreed that "sisns"
referred to any and all forms of
publicity as It was M implied by not
stated" m tne cuiaeune. rergaaan
mentioned that "in both formal and
informal meetings Rocky (Zaxzaro) '
defined signs as being publicity."
Zaxzaro stated that "Each can
didate is responsible for tnen own
publicity and Sarah's ad broke
nfcUMii nnmher 1 therefore in
fairness to all candidates, Sarah's
candidacy was invalidated."
Fraxxini and others maintain that
" a precedent should have been
established to solidify the inter-
pretation of the guidelines." The
guidelines concerning the Cabinet's
voting procedure and abstentions
were also debated at the meeting,
however Fraxxini believed that
there were so many issues floating
around that "not anyone knew what
was going on." Gregg Bevansee, a
member of the General Assembly,
agreed, asserting, "The thing that
hurt her appeal is that when you
have a discussion with that many .
people, both sides go off on tangets."
After some discussion, Zazxaro's
motion passed to invalidate Kot-
chen's candidacy by two yes Totes
and seven abstentions of the cine
- members of the Catinet. Alzo, Litz--.
cordance to guideline proceire,
Kotchen had the risht to appeal the
original vote of the Cabinet, which .
she did within 48 hours after the elec-
tion. She filed a letter appealing the
decision and an emergency Cabinet
meeting was held on Saturday,
November 23, to discuss the appeal; .
. Continued on Page 4
result-
In elections yesterday. Angel Mor-
ris, a freshman from Detroit
Michigan, won the position of Vice- -.
President- - v
In addition to individual officers,
four committee chairpersons were
elected. Sophomore Sue Friedman
of Cleveland, will be chairing the
Financial Affairs Committee. Head
of the Social Concerns Committee
for 1S58 will be Cornell Carter, a
freshman from Akron. The Student
Services and Special Projects Com-
mittee chair office was won by Wes
Johnson, a sophomore, from Glen-sha-w
Pennsylvania. And, finally,
Vince Fraxxini of Pheonix Arizona
won the office of Chairperson of the
Public Relations Committee. Frax-
xini is a junior. . .
Julie Ferguson, the previous
president, felt confident that the --
newly elected members would carry
on the fine tradition of SGA at
Wooster. "I think the campus
elected an outstanding group of of-
ficers I have known most of them
for some time, now, and each arA) f
every one of them is highly eapat. --
and enthusiastic in the job they have
been elected to." Ferguson said.
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human need
Column By Ida Williams
As the holiday season draws closer and friends and
family gather together, one can sometimes experience
the wonderful feeling of humanity and things human.
We can remember the closeness and uniqueness of our
social behavior. For students, going home means seeing
family and friends that are rarely seen. For faculty and
staff it means perhaps traveling to another relative's
home, or inviting relatives to theirs'. It is a time for
communication and understanding. For getting to know
people again.
Perhaps that's why, as our society becomes more and
more automated, I become frightened. Our culture is
becoming streamlined and technological, and I believe
at the expense of human contact and communication.
Don't get me wrong, I'm not against technology or
"progress" in any way, I just question its affect on our
culture.
With computers, cable television, mail order catalogs,
large grocery stores, fast food and the importance of in-
dividualized transportation, it is sometimes rare that .
one really has to talk to someone one doesn't know. Oh,
sure, there are the direct, prescribed orders or com-
mands, but rarely is one asked to actually do more thanjust treat their service or their companions in line as
more than just scenery. I believe one loses so much
from not taking advantage of the joys of our humanity s
People are hardly ever expected to communicate with
one another, and I think it is this lack that causes a lot of
the problems we have today, both foreign and domestic.
Dreams of the future, like shopping at home via televi-
sion and computer networks which can fulfill your every
whim at the touch of a button frighten me because they
encourage the lack of human communication even
more. I believe that as one stops listening to others, and
talking with them, not just reading the paper, watching
the television or listening to the radio, one can get an
understanding of people.
I encourage everyone this holiday season not to do
your holiday shopping and ignore the rest of America as
they engage in similar activities as you. Do the shopp-
ing, or wandering, the difficult way, by going to the
smaller shops and getting to know the people. This holi-
day season remember what the holidays are about.
They are for people and the celebration of themselves.
Get to know who you live with, and among. We can't con
tinue to think or ourselves
nothing in common.
as separate entities with
fceStera $
Greater open- -
mindedness
needes towards
punks
Dear Editor,
There are several people on this
campus, who could possibly be
"those white urban punks" referred
to in the Potpourri two weeks ago.
They are of the opinion that there
are quite a number of people on this
campus whi do not seem to exerslse
that gift unique to mankind alone --
the gm of rational thought Instead,
these people prefer to condemn ab-
solutely without even bothering to
discuss differences. These people
have what might be referred to as a
limited vision. They are narrow
minded when it comes to people who
dress, look, act, and think different-
ly from themselves. My question is "
Why do you not try to respect those
who choose to dress, look, act, and
think differently from yourself?"
Since I have the opportunity, it
should be mentioned that punk is a
personal philosophy as well as a
social movement Punks are people,
and as such, they vary greatly from
individual to individual in their
philosophies and the way they con-
duct themselves in society. Admit-
tedly, there are a number of punks
who cause trouble, but they are not
any different in theory, than in-
dividuals who cause trouble in other
movements or groups.
The troublemakers are the ones who
tend to get the attention of the
general public. As a rule, punks take
the attitude that if they are left
alone, they will leave alone.
To an the readers of The College of
Wooster, I would like to offer this
small piece of advise. If you have a
question or problem concerning a
certain person, confront them with
it Most people are more than willing
to help you understand them.
TimShipman
JSAF open to all
on campus
To John Hondros, et al:
The Jenny Student Aid Fund is
open to any and all members of the
College community. Because it is
open, anyone truly desiring clarity
and communication only has to at-
tend the meetings.
John Cook
JSAF Member
Dear Editor,
This is in response to the open let-
ter (Voice November 22. 19S5) from
John Hondros, Gib-Kirkha- m, Arn
Lewis, and Thorn Kuehls concerning
the investment policy of the Jenny
Student Aid Fund (JSAF).
As stated in our constitution, the
purpose of the JSAF is to provide an
educational opportunity for our
flfto -- Editor
members and to make investments
for the purpose of earning funds for
foreign students scholarships. In do-
ing so, we are constrained by the
gneral investment guidelines of theliege's Board of Trustees and by
the moral and other concerns of our
members.
It is surprising that the authors of
the open letter should urge "open
response" from us on these matters.
Our meetings have always been
open to all members of the campus
community, yet the authors have
never chosen to attend. We' urge
them to do so and. to become
members of the group if they have
farther concerns on these questions.
John W. Sell
Advisor, JSAF
D.E.N.
misunderstood
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to a letter
in the last issue of The Voice which
contained . several misunderstan-
dings about the Douglass Ex-
perimental Network(DEN for
short). First, the authors do not wish
to discuss the network in their letter,
.only the use of the Apple Laser-
Writer. We feel that the title given to
the article was itself unfair, because
it did not describe the true content of
the letter, and indeed tried to pro-
voke bad feelings towards the net-
work as a whole. Of course the net-
work is only available to residents of
Douglass, its name implies the fact
However, the DEN is a model for the
way that the College serves its
students' computing needs. If this
network is a success, the other
residence halls on campus would be
wired with similar networks. But
how are we to know if the network is
a success if one of the vital parts of it'
is removed by a few disgruntled
students?
There are several misconceptions
in the letter, which could lead to a
perceived attitude of unfairness.
The first of these is that Douglass
was selected because "the largest
number of Mae owners would be liv-
ing there." If the DEN's detractors
had read the initial proposal for the
creation of the network, they would
find that this is a false assumption.
Douglass was selected because it
contains a broad spectrum of the
campus, from Music majors to
Chemistry majors from all classes,
freshman to seniors. No other dor-
mitory has such a spectrum,
especially since this spectrum is en-
forced, by the program here. The
idea behind this was to show that
this kind of network could function in
a real college environment as op-
posed to the inner sanctum of the
Academic Computer Center.
The second misconception is the
fact that if the LaserWriter were in
the Computer Center, it would be
able to support the printing needs of
the entire campus. This is untrue.
The LaserWriter is designed for a
small environment, like a mid-si- x ed
office or college dormitory, not a
large one, like a whole college cam-
pus. Our opponents may argue that
there are only a small number of
Macintoshes on campus, but we
would remind them that at least five
of them are for public use(two in
Lowry and three in the Library),
and can be accessed by the entire
campus.
Another misconception is the
number of Macs available to th
LaserWriter at each location. While
ther are three Macs in the Computer
Center, there are six going on seven
Macs in Douglass. While five of
these are privately owned, we have
seen no trouble with sharing Macs in
the dorm, in fact one Mac owner is
letting a Junior friend use his Mac
for her LS.!
Another misconception that the
authors have is the present status of
the DEN. The network is --not just s
fancy hookup for the LaserWriter. lr
has a 20MB (about 20 million
characters) file server and the
capacity for users to talk to each
other through use of a "chatter" pro-gtra- m.
By the end of next semester
we should have an electronic mail
system (being written by a student),
a new version of the file server, and
aecess to the WoosterNet VAX from .
everjrroom with a Mae in it We arte
not just a show place, we are a work-
ing computer center.
One other point which the letter af
least implies, is that we BE TRY-
ING TO TURN Douglass into a sort
of home for wayward "computer
people". We would like to point out
that there is currently only one per-
son who is writing software for the
network. All of the other usage has
been dedicated to word processing,
creative art and expression(ranging
from drawing to music composi- - .
tion), communications, and various
business and economics applica-
tions. Obviously this is not a network
for computer, people bnt.one for
everyone. - : "t -
Again, we would like to stress that
this attitude of unfairness arising
from one simple misconception,
namely that the DEN was designed
only for use in Douglass. The orifinal
idea for the network was to wire
every dorm in the same fashion a
Douglass is now, and to have the
same equipment(including a Laser-
Writer) in each dorm. The Ad-
ministration did not immediately ac-
cept this idea for many reason, one
of the foremost being that the pro-
posers could not prove that the net-
work idea would work. This is the
reason that .we ar an experimental
network. So far, however, the net-- .
work baa been successful in metting
its goals. We currently have more
Macs on line in one semester than
the Administration expected to babe
in a whole year! The fact that this
experiment works has far-reachi- ng
consequnces for the whole campus,
in the words of the previous authors,
we have taken a "broad step for-
ward" towards meeting the com-
puting needs of the campus. With the
DEN as model, Wooster could have
much more than a LaserWriter in
the library. Instead we could have a
network in every dorm.
What we need is someone with the
vision to build upon our experiment
and extend it to the whole campus.
David Janes
.
v William Louth .
JohnHickey
.
1 I? TT
INTELLIGENCE?
Last week four more Americans were arrestedfor espionage. Rather then accept blame forpoor counter-inteligen- ce the unitea States chose
to blame Israel forbuying the American secrets.Americans were wronghowever, to treat Israel
any differently from the other countries involv-
ed. We expect that given the oportunity theSoviet Union, China and Pakistan would buy
from members of the United StatesSecretsefense establishment. Israel, when offered
similar information is expected to refuse
bee ausecf its long friendship, with the UnitedStates. This is ludicrous. We should hope that if
the situation were reversed United States of-ficials in Israel would lump at the opportunity to
mresismeidSeKasU1 protec American
We must not forget that the top priority of anygovernment must be the protection of its
Sitizens'
--interests. All other concerns are secon-ar-y.
We should watch our friends and enemies
alike. - We know what to expect from, our
enemies, it is our friends that should beprevented from surprising, us. The New York
times stated that mcludedm the intelligence in-formation received by. Israel .was a list ofAmerican spies in Israel (Americans do spy onIsrael, five were caught in the past two years).
This is a set back fior the United states but the ex--
fcirts should continue, Tne spying is not a sign ox
wei
obi
ucness m tne menasmp. out rawer a nationsisration to protect its citizens andfor this a spy
mav be nessary.
Column by BUI Mertx
Tis the season...
The Plaintiff: The Townspeople of
Whoville. The people of this small
Tillage charge the defendant with
using their Christmas in an extortion
plan aimed at forcing them to feed
him and his dog on the 25th of
December since all known living be-
ings were in their respective wombs.
They're asking 375,000 dollars.
The Defendant: Mr. Grinch. Oc-
cupation: Sour Cave Hermit. The
defendant claims that the Whos forc-
ed him into his mountain retreat,
and that his yearly antics are axall
for attention, as well as a tradition.
He claims he must keep this up in
order for the Whos to invite him to
dinner.
Today the case of
Who Stole Christmas"
by Judge Wapner on...
Court!
"The Grinch
will be tried
The People's
Wapner: OK. I've read your
statements. Please give your
testimony in two minutes or less.
Mayor Who: Every year this man
steals all our -- gifts, trees, food,
everything. He puts it on a sled,
which he cruelly has his small dog
pull, I might add, and takes it to the
top of the mountain. We have to
come out and sing or he threatens to
throw all our gifts away. So we
come out and sing until he bring
them all back, whereupon he makes
us set another place at the town
table so he can cut our roast beast
and give his dog a nice piece. Judge,
some of the gifts always fall off his.
sleigh, the people of our town have tod
go tnrougn tne nassie ox setting me
Christmas decorations back up;
why, he's given little Cindi Lou such
a scare she hasn't grown in twenty
years or so. And it s Just about im-
possible to attract new businesses.
We're Just fed up.
Wapner: Mr. Grinch, do you have
anything to say in yourdefense? .
Grinch: Dear Judge, I simply get
lonely up on my mountain. The peo-
ple of Whoville kicked me out two
years after I sold the "Green Eggs
and Ham Diner."
4
Mayor (emphatically): Judge.be
used to sit on his porch drinking
Yukon Jack and throwing stones at
children jn his yard.
Grinch: I was simply playing with
the little darlings. The poor things
are put to bed at night in pajamas
that are sewed at the bottom so that
thv cannot walk, and Door little Cin
di Lou is so dehydrated I'm surpris
ed she nadnt blown away oy me
time I got the water to her. .
Mayor: Cindi Lou has wet her bed
every year, much to the dismay of
her many brothers and sisters who
share it with her.
Grinch: Judge, I'm just a lonely
man on the mountain. I pay my
taxes to Whoville County, I vote in
all the elections, yet they continue to
not invite me to the Christmas meaL
What Fve been doing is the only way
I can get a decent meal on
Christmas day, and the pup loves it
so. I assure you. Judge, my heart is
ten sixes too big.
Wapner: IH be back after
deliberation.
Five commercials later...
Wapner: I've listened to your
testimony, read your statements,
and looked through the evidence. I
must say, Mr. Grinch. I find your
behavior quite deplorable. But
Mayor, your town is asking a bit
much in damages. An examination
of Cindi Lou has proved there was no
sexual abuse, and that her
traumatic lack of growth is in fact
linked to her binding nightclothes. "l
am not awarding any money to the
town of Whoville, but I am giving
Mr. Grinch a restraining order
directing him not to touch the village
with a thirty-nine-and-a-h- alf foot
pole. Next ease.
The next day new signs were put
up at all the entrances into Whoville :
"Whoville, pop. 356. This is our
home. If I was you. rd haul ass."
The Grinch watched through
binoculars from his retreat. . On
Christmas Eve he once again went
into the town and stole Christmas.
The Whos sent out a posse. During
an intense battle on the Mountain
ridge, Cindi Lou's brother snuck
around and killed the Grinch with a
gun much too big for a normal Who
to handle by himself. The sponsors
changed from Dolly Madison to
various light beers, and a new top 40
song hit the charts. Dr. Suess,
formerly bereft of any marketable
characters, had entered the
Eighties.
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Andrew D. Cc:i::n
Cc
Following what has become known as "PoUardnfe" the
United States should not have looked to Israel for an apology
(Israel never received apologies from the United States).
xne American spy prooiem is notmgniy train-e-dforeign nationals secretly infiltrating the
ranks of our defense department. The Americaspro Diem is a aomesuc one. unuea states ciazena
with access to secret documents aproch other na-
tions in to exchange money for our nation
security. Ronald Pelton, arrested last week foi
seuing secrets to itussia earnea over nveyears aner iouneen years wonong zor me a
uonai aecuray Agency, iarry tmn, woo spied oabehalf of China for over thirty years is reportec
to have received around $150,CCO. and Jonathai
Pollard who has admitted to selling secrets U
Israel and Pakistan over the past year receiver
245,000 for the efforts of his wife and himself
These are very small sums which sugests the in--
teligence markent is well supplied, these xouri
are probably only the tip of a giant iceourg.
--The Grinch meefls video glaze
t! WOCri.AVQICvmtn-- mMtkil kt rfnrina-- ta aeadeaue
tear except daring vacations aad exatofr-Fatto- a
periods by the atadents f TeeLoUege at Wearier. Wooeter. OhJe.
wd stgae letters to the editor TroaijadeataTfacalty. aamstistratars. suh-rit- en
aad laemaere at the greater
mmm. a- - ail Trinaail to: TN wiawu
lyotee. Poet Office Box OUST, Tka Cot
ton of wooeter; wooeter, uaw imuiideadnae for ah tetters aad stories is
Taeadav at p.aa. Tas earraat suheerip- -
Itioa price Is S23.0S per year for Or
tcussaearery- -
. . . ,
First class postage pom at wpoaw,
Ohio. Postmaster: Send address changes
it l am wwnci w
--117. The College of Wooeter, Wooeter,
Oblo, 44SSI (ana: iaa wuuams;.
Isaacs are avauaoje uvea m woaaur
WoostercrcLl
::r"iLs:s.R.i':;:
The United States should have locked for father wars cf
'preventing the hundres of thousands cf Americans wilh ac-
cess to sensitive material from ecstintdng to sell cf cures--,
tkmal security. The leaks are not Israel's prctien, they are
America's problem, it is a personnel prchlea.
Pelton, the Soviet spy, should have been caught the first
time he went to Vienna for Soviet debriefing in He did
not hide, he stayed at the home of the Soviet ambassador!
Chin and Pollard both made large bank deposits that could
have easily been discovered if their tax or bank statements
had been examined.
Our government should have more then just public
knowledge about people whose jobs involve more then cu!e
knowledge about our national defense! The private lives cf
: people with access to sensitive information should be cksdy
monitored even after they leave their government position,
Persons applying for sensitive positions should be required to
consent to inspections, polygraph tests, and the lie. Anyone
who is not willing to sacrifice some of their civil rights in
order to protect the civil rights of all other Americans can
find work someplace else. ,
The penalty for compromising the security of Americans
should be so awful that no financial reward could be made
worth the risk. Even, this means the return cf thumb screxs
it should have the full support of all Americans who value
their civil rights. Without this we could wake up to discover
that we live in Woostersrad and have no dvfl rights it all.
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First Semester Judicial Board Summary
The Scot's Key states that at the end
of each semester an anonymous
summary of the disciplinary cases
be published in the Voice. When the
Judicial Board Chairperson formal-
ly charges someone with violations
of either Code, the accused chooses
to hare the' Judicial Board or a panel
of Deans hear the case. A thrid op-
tion the accused person (s) has is
that in uncontested cases, the Dean
of Students may assign an ap-
propriate sanction so as to avoid for-
mal hearing procedures. Below are
listed the formal charges of
Semester 1, 1985-8- 8.
On September 12, 1985, a senior man
was charged with violating the
Preamble and Section VIII, Part A
of the Code of Social Besponsiblity.
On September 18, 1985, the Judicial
Board heard the case and found him
guilty of both charges. His sanction
was a warning dealing with the ten-
sions between the two involved par-
ties.
On September 12, 1985, a sophomore
woman was charged with violating
the Preamble and Section VIII,
Parts A and C.2 of the Code of Social
Responsibility. On September 20,
1985, a panel of Deans heard the case
and found her guilty of all charges.
Her sanctions were a letter of
apology and Conduct Probation for
the remainder of Semester 1, 1985-8- 8.
On September 16, 1985, a sophomore
man was charged with violating the
Preamble and Section VI of the Code
of Social Responsibility. The case
was uncontested and he was placed
on Conduct Probation for the re-
mainder of the academic year, 1985-8- 8.
On October 21, 1985, a sophomore
man was charged with violating the
Preamble and Section VIII, Part A
of the Code of Social Responsibility.
The Judicial Board heard the case
on October 30, 1985. He was found
guilty of violating the Preamble and
was found not guuilty of violating
Section VIII, Part A.He was placed
on Conduct Probation for the re-
mainder of Semester I, 1985-8- 8 and
.he is required to make appropriate
amends in the specific situation. He
appealed the case to the Preseident,
who upheld the Board's decision.
fJIGOAUJ GnAPOIL
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Westminster Presbyterian Church
'the congregation-in-residenc- e on campus"
Barbara Dua, Minister
Steven M. Williams, Professional Associate
The Church House
Arts Ministry
jCampus extension: 2398
On October 22, 1985, a sophomore
man was charged with violating the
Preamble and Section in. Part A, 2b
of the Code of Social Responsibility.
The case was uncontested and he
was placed on Recorded
Disciplinary Probation for the re-
mainder of the academic year, 1985-8- 8.
On October 28, 1985, two students--a
senior man and a senior woman-we- re
charged with violating the
Preamble and Section VIII. Part A
of the Code of Social Responsibility.
A panel of Deans heard the case on
November 12, 1985 and both students
were found guilty of both charges.
The man's sanction was Conduct
Probation for the remainder of
Semester I, 1985-8- 8. The woman's
sanction was Conduct Probation for
the remainder of the academic year,
1985-8- 8 and an appointment with a
member of the Dean of Student'!
staff.
On November 4, 1985, a sophomore
man was charged with violating the
Preamble and Section VIII, Part A
of the Code of Social Responsibility.
The case was uncontested, and he
was placed on Conduct Probation for
the remainder of the academic year,
1985-8- 8 along with an apology to the
appropriate person.
On November 9, 1985, a first year
man was charged with violating the
Preamble, Section HI, Part A, 2a,
2b,2c; Section III, Part A, 3a, 1,2, and
3; Section III, Part A, 3d, 1,2,3,4. and
5; Section VII, Parts A and B. A
panel of Deans heard his case on
November 28, 1985, He was found
guilty of the Preamble, Section III,
Part A,2b,2c; Section HI, Part
A,3a,l,3;Part A, Sd.1,2,3,4,5; Section
VII, Parts A and B. He was found not
guilty of Section III, Part A, 2a; Part
A, 3a ,2. He was placed on Conduct
Probation for the remainder of the
acedemic year, 1985-8- 6.
On December 2, 1985, a sophomore
man was charged with violation the
Preamble and Section VIII, Part A
of the Code of Social Responsibility.
The ease is pending.
On December 2, 1985, a sophomore
man was charged with violating the
Preamble and Section vni, PartAof
.
the Code of Social Responsibility.
The case is pending.
rtn nwrmivr s. 1985. a lunlor was
charged with violating the Preamble
and L Principles, Parts A and D of
tne code ox Academic lniergnty
The case is pending.
SGA
Continued from Page 1
Kotchen stated,"I made the ap-
peal because I did not violate the
guidelines. The publicity I was in
control of was down at 4 p.m. and I
did not submit that piece of publicity(in question). The Potpourri was at
fault because the advertisement was
submitted a week in advance
and...there are several ways to
argue the guidelines."
Kotchen had prepared a statement
about her invalidation to be read at
the meeting which she felt did not
adequately address her arguments.
The motion to reinstate her in the
election failed by another Cabinet
vote taken by secret ballot in which
there were three abstentions, one
vote in favor of, and four against the
appeal. Following this meeting, Kot-che- n
decided to make a second ap
peal to the General Assembly of the
SGA on Monday, November 25.
In reference to Kotcben's second
appeal at the SGA meeting Ferguson
said, "Things had become substan-
tially more clear" from Saturday.
Much -- of Monday's meeting was
devoted to the controversy of Kot- -
chen's case, which was discussed tor
almost two hours. During the
meeting, many students voiced their
concerns and opinions about the
situation. Most stated what they felt
was the real issue in question which
led to numerous debates over Kot- -
chen's violation, the Cabinet's pro
ceedings and the wording of the elec-
tion guidelines themselves. A peti-
tion, signed by outside members of
Share the
with those
RPP, Inc.
the student body, was also presented
in support of Kotchen's reinstate-
ment in' the election which will be
held on December 5 as according to
the guideline rules.
Kotchen stated that "I feel that a
lot of issues are being brought up
concerning my invalidation and I
cannot be held accountable for all of
them." She added that "I still think
I'm right and that my candidacy
should be re-instat- ed, however. I
will not pursue the issue because my
arguments were recognised."
Although the appeal was unsuc-
cessful, the situation itself has been
considered to have had - some
positive effects. Fernandez, who is
the next SGA president, said, "It
was nice to see people get excited."
about and on the SGA. Frazzini also
called it a "growing process for
SGA." as believes that "SGA will be
better from it"
Most agreed that what was gained
from the experience is the realiza-
tion that the election guidelines need
to be revised and rewritten. At its
last meeting, the SGA appointed an
ad hoc committee to rewrite them.
Fernandez also plans to work on a
revision over semester break.
Ferguson said, "We are certainly
going to make an effort to clarify our
guidelines to make sure nothing like
this will happen again... We acted to
the best of our knowledge and
abilities in a very emotional and un-
fortunate circumstance."
Editor's note:
The following is additional informa-
tion the reporter did not include in
her article.
The re-electi- on scheduled yester
day would ha ve been held regardless
of the invalidation of Kotchen
because of Election guidelines. Ac-
cording to Jayne Culp, advisor to the
SGA, " The. guidelines state that the
runoff election shall be held-o- ne
week following the regular election
if a) the number of candidates is 4
times greater than the number of
positions offered by that office and--
b) the winning candidate received
Holidays
you love
o.
Cards and Gifts
from
Recycled Paper. Products, Inc.
Available at:
less than 50 percent of the votes for-th- at
office."
Gib Kirkbam, also an advisor,
said, " Our responsibilities as ad-
visors was to make sure the anneal
process went smoothly and fairly
and followed guidelines set down oy
the Social Service and Special Projects Committee. To the best of our
ability we did that althougn we
weren't comfortable with the
Cabinet decision on two occasions."
Kirkham went on to add that as ad
visors, however, be and Culp felt
as advisors we need the trust of the
Cabinet which means to say we pro
bably should take more blame than
the Cabinetfor.the quick decisions."
Also, regarding the Potpourri sub
mission. Aline Roberts, the other co-edit- or,
said that there wasno date on
the submission so they don't know
when the submission was made. Ap
parently there was a mix up of times
land knowing what was going on. Tne
Potpourri editors also were not '
aware of the guidelines regarding
elections.
Woo Center
The Wooster Community Center
will sponsor a Holiday Big Band
Dance on Friday. December 6. 198&- -
from 8:00 to 11:00 p.m. at the Center
(241 south sever street).
The Big Band Sound and other
music for ballroom dancing will be
performed live by the Cliffhangers.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
There is no admission fee for this
nance. Refreshments will be served.--
For additional information eon '
tictt263-520- 7.the Wooster Community Center
The admission fee for the dance is
K3.00.
ML St Helens - Pacific Northwest
Slide Program -- At Community
Center.
The Wooster Community Center
will offer a slide program of Mt St
Helens and the Pacific Northwest on
Tuesday, December 3,1985, at 7:30
P.M. at the Center (241 South BeverStreet).
Betty Schmid win show slides of
sparkling glaciers, imposing moun-
tains and beautiful forests. Included
is a breathtaking look at Mt StHelens, a very active volcano.
Photography and travel buffs are
invited to attend. Admission is free,
but registration is required.
Registrations are being taken at the
Comunity Center. Program size is
limited so early registration is sug-
gested.
For additional information or to
register contact the Wooster Com-
munity Center at 283-520- 7. . .
Flr:r Travel
Ccnsdtcnts
346 E. DorcrcrnSt
Cell
264-650- 5
Book now for
Thanksgiving arid
Christmas
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305
Induction periods
By Carrie Allison
Initiation Week, or "Hell Week"
as it has been known in the past, will
begin on the 8th of January, and ac-
cording to senior Mare Goss and
Emily Perl, presidents of the Inter--
Section Council (ISC) and Inter-Clu- b
Council (ICC), respectively, the
term "Hell Week" applies only to
the past This year the two councils,
working together with President
Henry Copeland's Greek life Com
mittee, have come up with an agen-
da which they feel will.repect the
state of Ohio's statute forbidding
hazing and yet still allow the sec
tions and clubs to instill in their
pledges a tradition of brotherhood
and sisterhood. One major chahge
consists of the fact that initiations
will take place over a three and a
half week period, ending on January
31st, instead of the usual one-wee- k
period. Each section and dug will be
limited to thirty hours of activities
during this time.
Last spring the Campus Council
Talk Force on Greek Life sponsored
a weekend retreat at which club and
section leaders had an opportunity
to review the initiation process and
to generate some ideas for future
improvements. They were seeking
ways in which to make initiations
more "positive and educational."
according to Peri. In order to reduce
friction between those handing down
rules regarding hazing and the
members of dubs and sections, she
notes that it was necessary to
"change things from within, rather
than naving the administration
always telling us what to do." The
outcome has been that the ISC and
ICC have been "required to cme up
with initiations that did not have
hazing involved in them," said Goss.
He notes that this year's pledges will
be the first to be inducted without
any form of hazing.
Just what is hazing? The Greek
Life Committee, a body composed of
faculty, administrators, indepen
dent students, and members of sec
tions and dubs, considers hazing to
be "Any mental or physical require-
ment, request, or obligation placed
upon a person (a pledge, associate
member, member, affiliate, or
est) which would cause discom--- t,S pain, fright, disgrace, injury, or
which is personally degrading, or
which violates any federal, state,
local statute, or University policy."
This definition requires that Greek
organizations "totally re-ha-ul the
whole process" of initiation.
remarks Pert. Goss also points out
taking shape
the extent of change necessary, but
both seem quite optimistic regar-
ding the changes.
Goss sees the ISC as a "link bet-
ween the section system and the ad-
ministration." He was vited into the
presidency of the organization by
the members of the ISC, represen-
tatives from the College's six men's
sections. Phi Delta Sigma, Beta
Kappa Phi, Omega Alpha- - Tau, Phi
Omega Sigma, Kappa Chi, Phi
Sigma Alpha, and Kappa Phi Sigma.
Both he and Perl meet with the
Greek Life Committee and Assistant
Dean of Students Jayne Culp in
order to formulate policy. Perl was
also elected by the ICC's represen-
tatives chosen from among the five
women's clubs. Pi Kappa, Alpha
Gamma Phi, Chi Omega Psi, Ep-sil- on
Kappa Omicron, and CrandelL
She and Goss will see to it that each
section and dub submits its pro-
posals for its initiation plans to the
Greek Life Committee for final ap
proval. .
So how will the sections and dubs
foster brotherhood and sisterhood?
How will they pass on their tradi-
tions? "The way that well get them
to understand it will be different."
says Goss. but he adds ' that,
"Philosophies and traditions won't
change." He feels that although his
section, along with others, will have
to "revamp our entire initiations,"
the improvement in the traditionally
strained relationship between the
administration and the sections will
be worth the readjustments. The
past system left open a lot of "grey
areas," where now the two factions
can hopefully maintain a "trust rela-
tionship." Besides, Goss points out,
Wooster is one of the few campuses
which until recently permitted some
forms of hazing. Most national
Greek organizations have already
departed from the hazing tradition.
Perl feels that the ICC has
benefited from this precedent set by
the "nationals." She and other club
representatives have attended
workshops offered by these
organizations and have come away
with a range ox alternatives to naz- -
ing. The extension of the initiation
period was one new idea adopted
because tne larger mock ox ume
places less pressure on pledges as
activities are more widely spacea.
She also feels that valued traditions
b be preserved with club
mbers 'trying to get to know
each other better as individuals and
s a group." Active members and
ledges will not be as segregated as
in the past, she notes. For example,
EKO pledges formerly-san- g club
songs to active members. "Now,"
she says, "we'll all sing them
together." Speaking for the EKOs,
she mentions some of the initiation
activities which her club has plann-
ed instead of hazing. These include
a time management program and
discussions of women's issues. The
ICC as whole is planning a dub-wid-e
service project once the initia-
tion period ends, in addition to a for-
mal dance to be held later in the spr-
ing.
The change in initiation traditions
will pose a challenge to Wooster's
sections and dubs this Spring
Semester. But their representatives
seem willing to move ahead. The
benefits could be an increase in the
number of pledges as well as a
closer active member-pledg-e rela-
tionship. Goss states that the sec-
tions are "committed to positive
change-a-ll sections as a whole
because we realize the seriousness
of the matter at hand." Perl seems
quite confident of meeting with suc-
cess and says of present and future
pledges, "They're going to get more
out of it than they have in the past"
'New Ago Music'
By Sarah Kotchen
One of the more recently reeognis
ed forms of music that has become
i-ie-v- astarl-r nonnlar in the oast
severalyears is what is known as
New Age Music' or
"Spacemusic . Wooster's Kenyon
Man introduced this form of music
two years ago to the WCWS-F- M
radio station. When asked to define
"New Age Music". Man stated that
there is no finite way to describe it
"You cannot say that it is any one
particular type of music. Once you
begin categorizing it there is always
something missing."
Man explained that New Age
music has developed --over the cen-
turies. It developed out of the early
Middle Ages with certain forms of
chanting and hand-dappin- g, and it
has evolved through many forms of
classical music. New Age music is
more harmonic. It is often a quiet
kind of background music. While
the music can be tranquil, at times it
can also be bombastic. Spacemusic
is emotional, image evoking, and
eerie. It requires one to think, and at
the same time, it allows one to be at
peace with oneself and experience
oneself. - To some extent it's like
?s . fryjgyyrrw ? n r. gym v.v,v - ,v w
IVoostcr
Review
Once Again, The Wooster Review
will sponsor a poetry and a fiction
contest for student writers. The
deadline is January 27, 1988. There
will be three prizes in each category.
The first prize in fiction. The
Donaldson Prize, carries with it an
honorarium of $250. from a fund for
creative writing established by
Wooster graduate Stephen B.
Donaldson. The first prize in poerty,
the Ralph Kinsey Prize, carries with
it an Honorarium of $100, in memory
of Wooster graduate Ralph Kinsey.
There are second and third prizes in
each category of $65 and $35, respec
tively.
' Students are encouraged to submit
their stories and poems to Michad
Allen's office, on level two of the
Library, by 5:00 p.m., January 27,
1988. Poets are asked to submit only
three poems; fiction writers should
submit at most two stories. Judges
for the contest will be, for the fiction
contest Professors Clareson and
McCall; for the poetry contest Pro--
fessores Hilty and Allen.
strikes popular
Jtakine an instrument and stretching
lit as far as possible. Much, of New
lAze music is electronic, but it can
lalso be acoustic The music is an un--
broken, continuous sound. Man add-
ed, "It's the type of music you have
to experience to appreciate."
Man, who introduced spacemusic
to WCWS radio station and tne
Wooster area, became interested m
the music two rears ago while worx--
inx for a radio station in Cleveland.
He began purchasing and collecting
albums. Tins past summer, siau cua
an internship with WGUC-F- M in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, where he
produced, directed, edited, and
hosted his own show which consisted
of New Age music. The show was
very popular and is still successfully
running today. Man, who is pro-
gram development and production
manager at wtws, nas nanea a
show whoch runs every Sunday
night
From u:oo p.m. uniu nuonigni,
Man also runs a syndicated show out
of San Francisco call the Hearts of
Space. After that until 2:00 a.m..
Man runs his own show called
PtvClion of Ambient Dreams. Man
Peace Corp
t r r
offers job
. The Peace Corps will hire more
college graduates this year than any
. other employer in the United States,
according to an article published in
the November-Decemb- er isue of the
Black Collegian magazine. - v
2,900 college graduates in virtually
all academic fields will be sought by
the Peace Corps. Duane J.
DeBruyne, public affairs manager,
says special recruiting efforts will
be made to attract 183548 graduates
with degrees in agriculture, math,
science, education, forestry,
biology, health and French.
Last year the two-sta- te region of
Michigan and Ohio produced the
highest percentage of new Peace
Corps trainees in the country.
Individuals interested in obtaining
more information can call 1-800-521- -8888.
ext 458. or write: Peace Corps. ,
477 Michigan Ave.. Room m-7- 4.
Detroit Michigan. 4822L
chord at.l7C.73
stated, "I think that this show is one
of the reasons that the WCWS listen-
ing audience has increased. People
love it I am constantly getting re-quests for the music."
Some of the more popular com-
posers of New Age musie are
Tangerine Dream, Vangelia, George
Winston, Keith Jarrett, Gustao
Mahler, JJS. Bach, and Philip Glass.
Spacemusie is also played in many
of the major film. productions such
as Chariots of Fire, Risky Business,
and Blade Runner. New Age music
is a growing market and its sales
are exploding. Its popularity and .
recognition have increased
remarkably in the last five years,
according to Man.
New Age music is like Rock and
Roll in that it is a very broad form of
music. The more one is exposed to
this musie, the more one is able to
realize and appreciate it Much of
New Age musie is based on classical
musie. but it draws upon many other -
musical structures. Tune in to
WCWS on Sunday nights at 11:00
p.m. and experience the music that
may soon become as big as rock 'aa
rolL .- 7 -
; ... .
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New Rights assault on freedom
Commentary
Anthony T. Podesta
Efforts to make people conform to
one particular position or ideology
are almost always justifies with
lofty-soundi- ng rhetoric, such as the
need to protect our country from
subversion, or the need to preserve
order. The New Right has just come
up with a new excuse for in-
timidating those who don't agree
with its ideology: to protect college
students from "misinformed" or
"inaccurate" teaching.
This fall, a new national organiza-
tion was founded called"Accuracy
in Academia". While AIA claims to
"combat the dissemination of misin-
formation" on our college and
university campuses, it epitomizes
the New Right's theory of education,
in which diverse points of view and
the free flow of ideas are seen as un-Ameri- can
activities.
AIA's founder. Reed Irvine, has
headed up an organization for the
past 16 years entitled "Accuracy in
Media", whose purpose is to in
timidate and harass the members of
the media who don't agree with his
right-win- g views. Irvine has built bis
reputation, and a Si million
organization, on the principle that
tnere is only one "accurate" way for
a journalist to cover a story. Now
he's decided there's only one "right"
way for a professor to teach a
course.
7
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When"Accuracy in Acedimla"
was announced this summer, many
were horrified by its rhetoric, but
few took it seriously. AIA, however,
is emerging as a formidable institu-
tion. It already has volunteers on
about 150 campuses across the coun-
try, and has raised 150,000 of a
(160,000 annual budget. Now AIA has
hired as its new director a former
New York Congressman, John
LeBoutUlier, whose skill at fun-draisni-ng
is matched only by bis
talents as red-baitin- g those with
whom he disagrees.
When LeBoutfflier warns against
creeping socialism, he is referring to
activities by members of the
Democratic Party leadership, like
Houses Speaker Tip O'NeilL Ac
cording to LeBoutuuer, xormer
presidential contender Senator
George McGovern is "scum". When
be talks about radical Drainwasung,
ne's talking about what Harvard
professors did to him. LeBoutillier
contends that leading Americanjournalists and numerous liberal
groups are pawns in a Soviet--
sponsored "disinformation" cam
paign, and while in Congress, co- -
sponsored a bin tnat would nave
created a House subcommittee on
internal security
Given AIA's founder and new
director, it comes as no surprise that
for One Low Price
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this new watchdog group isn't con-
cerned, as the name suggests, with
upgrading the quality of education
at our nation's institutions oi nigner
learning. It's .not interested in en
couraging academic creeaom or
balance in the classroom. Instead, it
is designed to intimidate those who
are teaching what AIA's first. direc-
tor, Malcolm Lawrence, calls "in-
correct information which leads to
conclusions that may be distasteful
from the point of vie w of our national
heritage or national security...Just
plain bad facts". ,
Take, tor example, vr. atari:
Reader's political science course at
Arizona State University. According
to AIA, it constitutes "anti-nucle- ar
propaganda" because it overem-
phasizes such things as "fears of
nuclear war, power and weapons".
It isn't "verifiable" facts that AIA is
worried about, it's "bad" facts.
Take Cynthia McClintocx. an
associate professor of political
science at George Washington
University. Her course syllabus in-
cludes U.S. government papers and
a textbook put out by the conser-
vative Hoover Institution. But she's
on AIA's hit list because she shows a
film that is critical of the Un-
backed contras in Nicaragua.
AIA ' logic" dictates that there is
only cn correct way to teach
students about our involvement in
Vietnam; there is only one true
cause of the Civil War; and there is
only one acceptable interpretation of
Franklin Roosevelt's presidency.
And if a professor doesn't toe AIA's
line, he or she will be investigated by
AIA, perhaps pressured to change
the content of the course, or vilified
in AIA's new national newsletter.
And it's not just professors who are
being intimidated. Students will
wonder if their future might suffer
by asking questions or revealing
their political beliefs and ideas.
Such chilling activities are highly
inappropriate anywhere. They seem
particularly offensive on a universi-
ty campus, where teaching different
viewpoints and interpretations is an
integral part of the education pro-
cess. The losers in AIA's efforts are
ultimately the students.
Any effort to limit the exchange of
ideas leads to the "dumbing down"
of education as a whole. Those who
are trying to keep "biased" facts or
"bad'r ideas out of the college
classroom, are following in the tradi-
tion of those who want to keep the
teaching of evolution out of high
school science classes, and those
who want to censor Shakespeare's
Romeo and Juliet. They have forgot-
ten, that the purpose of education is
to teach students to grapple with
complexities and learn how to think.
Not, as Reed Irvine would have it,
what to think.
Watch-do- g group
By Jim Schwartz '
(CPS)-Accur- acy in Academia, the
idological watchdog group that
began hunting for "liberal" pro-
fessors earlier this fall, has begun to
name names and, according to
some, to apply pressure on . ad-
ministrators to rein in, if not fire, the
professors.
In its first newsletter, AIA accus-
ed Arizona State political science
Professor Hark Reader of using his
classes to espouse his views on
nuclear weaponry. AIA then sent a '
letter complaining about Reader to
the ASU administration. AIA Na-
tional Director Matthew Scully says
.
AIA will be naming three more
alledgedly4eftist professors in its
next newsletter, which the organiza-
tion distributes to 5,000 people and
organizations. Though Scully
refuses to name the three teachers
AIA will charge mislead their
students, College Press Service has
learned that Mary Karasch, a
history professor at Oakland Univer-
sity in Michigan, will be one of them.
Scully estimates there are 10,000
leftist professors working on
American campuses today, and
reports classroom "monitors"- -,
anonymous students who inform
AIA of what they percieve as leftist
teachers-ha- ve already turned in the
names of about 100 instructors since
the program began in September.
"I would assume a good number (of
the complaints) are valid," Scully
says.
.
So far, ASU has stood behind
Reader, the lone professor named
publicly. "There have been no
reprisals against Reader," says
Brent Brown, Arizona State's vice
president of community affairs.
"He is a respected member of our
faculty."
"The administration has come out
on my behalf, fully and completely,"
Reader affirms.
Brown adds there's been no reac-
tion from the state legislature,
either. During the McCarthy Era in
the early 1950s, state legislators
sometimes threatened to slash col-
lege funding if the college refused to
fire professors with whom they
disagreed. --"I don't see any indica-
tion of any pressure to muzzle our
professors," Brown says.
"We are very pleased with the
response of college presidents."
says Iris Molotsky of the American
Association of University Professors(AAUP), which at a national
meeting last week passed resolu-
tions condemning AIA. "We don't
think professors are above
criticism, it's the methods (AIA uses
to monitor lectures)," Molotsky ex-
plains. "What's really disturbing is
that they are enlisting students who
won't reveal their identity." she
says.
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names 'liberal' p
"Spies in the classroom break
trust between people." Reader conj
tends. "Students have told me thai
they are less willing to speak up it
the class and professors aoni i
free to talk privately to studen
anymore. They don't want conv
sation to become public property
Scully, however, disagrees with:
Reader's public lectures. . largely,
because he uses too much class time:
to discuss the threat of nuclear war.!
"He devotes his whole class to the;
nuclear issue." Scully says. "If you1
call a course one thing, you should
not teach something completely dif-- i
ferent." ? J
"The charges are false," Reader1
lavs. "What's so lovely (is that) I
have so much documentation. It will
show that they are inaccurate."
An anonymous AIA monitor con-
tends Oakland University Prof.
Karasch presents only the leftist
viewpoint about Central America in
her classes. Scully refuses toi
elaborate on the Karasch case, and
Karasch did not return phone calls
to college Press service.
Scully says AIA
.
looks into its
monitors' reports before "review-
ing" professors in its newsletter.
But AIA's investigations and pro
fessors' confidence their schools will
support them haven't muted the
alarm in tne academic community.
"I have never had the volume of
responses to any issue as this one.
It's of great concern," Molotsky
"One step leads' to another. Mc-
Carthy started by labeling people
communists, but then some of then)
lost their Jobs," Cal-Davisad-minist- rator
Bill Antaramian
observes. "This is what was done in
Nazi Germany. Students did this for
Hitler when he was getting started."
Antaramian adds.
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ASITs Reader attributes the effort
to what he sees as AIA'i unwill
ingness to allow tree and open
debate. "Most political thinking (to-Sa- y)
is being east against the
possibility of extinction oz ue
human race," he says. "These peo
"
ple don't want to think about tne ex
tinction possibility." .
Bat Scully asserts it's the pro
fessors who aren't thinking. "They(professors) nave led an insular ex
istence. A word of criticism to them
represents censorship." Scully
observes. "When you hare an
ideological fever swamp, a little
hill might do them some good."
Schools don't see criticism of con-
servative academics as censorship.
he asserts, noting the case of Staa--j
ford anthropology grad student
Steven Ifosher, whom the university
dismissed after he reported stories
of alleged forced abortions in ciuna
"Why do professors talk about
unlimited freedom and Ifosher does
not get it? He (Mosher) offended
their progressive sensibilities,"
cully maintains. Stanford dropped
Ifosher from' a doctoral program in
183 after a panel of faculty and
members determined that Mosher
had "endangered the subjects of hisj
research" by reporting the alleged
aooruon scanaai, a serious example
of "ethical misconduct."
"Nobody expects professors to be
bias-free-
." Scully says, but he wants
them not to abuse the sniit ofl
academic freedom by advocating
ineir news in cuss, "if professorsdon't tell students how lucky they
; are (to live in the VS.), they are nod
. doing. tneir job' Scully believes. He
does not think "conservative" pro--
lessors advocate their views in
class. "We need not pretend to need
to monitor conservative profs abus-
ing their position," Scully says.
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Working overseas can cut costs
"My summer work in London was
the most satisfying experience of my
life. Immersed as part of the society.
among the work force, facing the
same problems ox moauon and
bureaucracy, one cannot help but
come to unders stand now a culture.
a people can differ- - in attitudes,
outlooks and assumptions.
This was the assessment of one
student who participated in the
Work Abroad Program sponsored by
the Council on International Educa
tional Exchange, the largest student
travel organisation in tne united
States.
Now in its sixteenth year, the
Work Abroad Program is the only
one of its kind available in the U.S. It
cuts through the red tape to --help
thousands of students obtain permis-
sion for temporary work in Britain,
Ireland, France, Germany, New
Zealand and Costa Rica. With the
assistance of the Council's
cooperating student organizations in
each country and nelpful pre--
departure material, participants
discover that finding a job abroad is
no more difficult than at home.
Apart from a modest program fee
of S72(S150 for work in Costa Klcai,
the only significant cost to the stu--J
dent is the airfare- - and even that ex--(
pense may be reduced by special
student and youth fares available
through the CounciL
"...work abroad is a tremendous
learning experience; one is enriched
with relationships with fellow
workers and the adventure of sup
porting oneself," reported another
student who worked in a Paris bouti-que. Although jobs found are
primarily unskilled-- in restaurants,
stores and hotels- - salaries generally
raoe than cover the cost of room and
board. Often participants save
enough money out of their earnings
to treat themselves to a vacation
once they stop working.
Employment found by par-
ticipants in the past includes work as
chambermaids or porters in Lon-
don's West End, as a farm helper on
a sheep station in New Zealand, and
as a banking trainee in a prominent
Parisian financial institution.
The program is open to degree-seekin- ff
students atfjnriinr an
credited VS. college or university.
Students must be IS years of age or
older and language proficiencyIs re-Quir- ed
for the ammroriite ennntriea.
For more information and applica-
tion forms, write or phone: Council
on International Educational Ex-
change, PR-W-A, 205 East 42nd
Street. New York. NY 10017. (flit
6S1-141- 4; or 312 Sutter Street, San
rransuco, UA S4108, (415) 421-347- 3.
E M. ESTER
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THE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS
Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt,
Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages sail
in January .and September offering 1215 transferable
hours of credit from more than 50 voyage-relate- d
courses.
The S.S. UNIVERSE is a 500 passenger American-bui- lt
ocean liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea
admits students without regard to color, race or creed.
For details call toll-fre- e- (800) 854-019- 5
or write: ;
Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education
University ofPittsburgh. 2E Forbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh. PA 15260
A Representative win be in Lowry Center December 9,
Monday, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. There win be a film
presentation at f : P.m.. December 9 fa Lowry Center
Room lit
Collage dismisses student
for being "too
NEWPORT. BJ. (CPS)
A former nursing student has sued
Salve Regina College for S2 million.
claiming the school expelled her
because sne was too fat. in a com-
plaint filed last week in U.S. District
Court, Sharon L. RusselL 21. claims
faculty members were "tormenting
and harassing her," and that the col
lege wrongly dismissed her last
August.
In August, administrators sent
Russell a letter saying she could not
return for her fourth year of the nur
sing program because "she had fail-
ed to live up to a document she sign
ed promising to lose two pounds per
week," explains John L. Pelletier,
Russell's attorney. Russell, who
refuses to reveal her weight, admits
she signed the unusual document
last December, when the dean of
nursing demanded that she lose two
pounds a week "or else," says
Pelletier. Russell assumed the "or
else" implied dismissal, and she
signed the document.
In October. 1SS4. Russell had oro--
mised the dean she would enroll in a
Weight Watcher's program. Though
she lost 25 pounds between October,
184 and this September, Russell
fat"
ciauns some xacuny members call-
ed her "disgusting" and "a disgrace
to the college" even before she was
expelled. "When she was first ad-
mitted (to Salve Regina) and during '
her first years there, no one remark-
ed about her weight," Pelletier ex--
"But toward the end of herS.year, when she would be go--itinto the community, they
began ealling her an 'embarrass-
ment'" Faculty members repeated-
ly told Russell "obesity did not Ct
ue image of the college." . --
Russell's letter of diamtaaal Hfa
her failure to live us to the
December agreement aa rainn far
expulsion. It does not refer to any
carry out her nursing duties.
Rnsaell maintain ! mrAm n vm
ot 3.9 at Salve Regina. However,
sieven aoow, ute couege a lawyer,
cava RnaaelPa weight, which he
ftf MA nmnula Mi(miI ha atri"a
to perform various nursing duties,
including CPR. Pelletier, however,
maintains Russell "certainly doea
not weigh awm 900 nmnrfi " and that
in facthas completed CPR courses .
more tnan sauszactoniy.
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COLD HARD CASH
JUST IN TIME
FOR CHRISTMAS
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Senior Challenge begins
"We want seniors to give as much
as they are able to," says Jon
Becker, co-cha- ir of the Solicitation
Committee. "What really counts is
te percentage of seniors who par-
ticipate. However, we do want to
give a substantial gift to the College.
The minimum gift that will count
toward the Challenge is $5, but we
will accept any amount" The Col
lege requires parental permission
for seniors to sign over the key
deposit, and parents received the re-
quest for permission in the latest tu-ti- on
bilL Becker stresses that their
permission does not automatically
enter the seniors in the Challenge, it
only enables seniors to contribute in
that particular way if they wish.
The Senior Challenge Committee
will sponsor a wide variety of ac-
tivities during the two Campaign
weeks. Seniors will receive detailed
information about the activities
before Christm as.
Members of the Senior Challenge
include Patty Skidmore, Dan Green,
Julie Ferguson, Chuck Ryan, Ke--
nyon Mau, Jon Becker, Leslie
Winter, and Betty Title. "We want to
reprsent the CLass of 1988, but we
need seniors' input," declares Skid-mor- e.
"I know everyone is thinking
aDout ngnt now, but if we give a
little thought to the future of the Col
lege, we will help both ourselves and
the future Wooster students."
voice
The 1988 Senior Challenge Stering
Committee has benn working since
September on a new plan to educate
seniors in the importance of finan
cially suporting the College as alum-
ni. The Challenge will raise money
for the Wooster Fund, which pro
vides nearly Si million in
unrestricted operating capital eachyear.
' In the past Senior Challenge was
a competition between seniors and
the tenth year reunion class. This,
however, the Committee has
challenged the other North Coast
Athletic Conference colleges to ob- -
Distinctive Cards, Ttxtzrj,
Original'Jrtwrk
c4rts and'Cards
111 YCTforth 6t. Vim. 7rL W-- f
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.
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'Let's get together end shoot the bull1
tain the highest percentage of
seniors contributing to the annual
fund of each institution.
"As far as we know, this is the first
time such a project has ever been
done," says Patty Skidmore,
Chairperson of the Steering Commit-
tee. "The purpose of an interschool
competition is two-fol- d. First we
are competing with familiar rivals,
but in a way that will benefit all the
colleges involved. The Challenge
will serve as an incentive for con-
tributions, but is not an end itself.
Our main goal is to make seniors
realize that al liberal arts colleges
rely on the suport from their
graduates."
Student leaders and development
staff members from four of the other
six NCAC colleges came to Wooster
in early November to discuss the
goals and guidelines for the
Challenge. "Participating schools
are expected to accept the Challenge
by the end of the semester," says
Dan Green, who chairs the External
Relations Committee, "response has
been excellent so far. The competi-
tion begins second semester and will
continue through the end of the
year."
Wooster! Senior Challenge Cam-
paign will take place January 28-Febru- ary
7. During those two weeks
each senior will be contacted by a
committee member, who will .
answer any questions about the Col-
lege and collect contributions. The
Senior Challenge has been combined
with the Senior Gift and the Com-
mittee willbe asking for the 2S key
deposit which was used for. the
Senior Gift in the past
ATTENTION:
The Vax system will be shut down
beginning of Saturday, December 14
due to the moving of the system to
renovated Taylor Hall. The Vax will
be unavailable until second
semester. Seniors are urged to save
their files on floppy disks. See the
Computer Center for further
' 1
-
And save 10!The perfect gift for everyone on your list is a Gift Certificate from
Fiesta Hair Fashions. Available in any amount, they can be used
for all services or retail products! Or .'. . buy one for yourself and
save! For the month of December, receive a 10 discount off of
the face value of the certificate (a $25 Gift Certificate will cost just
$22.50)! Great hair doesn't have to be expensive!
RnVrnwihlpan-
-f llM OXnmK 14J48S
' J" COLLEGE HILLS PLAZA--!
11807 BEALL AVE.
VALID THIS SALON ONLY
.
263-91- 85
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The annual college community forums on great decisions
in U.S.. foreign policy will begin on thursday, Janurary 9in Lean Lecture. The kickoff session will" feature a paneldiscussion with Congressman Ftegula as spokesperson for 11
the Governor's office on forelan tradQ - K Jfrom ares business and industry. "-- r
WATCH
It will be variably cloudy with a chance of snowflurries today and a high of 35 to 40. Tonightpromises to bring clearing skies and it will be"cold with a ;low dipping down to 20 to 25. The
weekend is now shaping up well weatherwise." 7 :Skies will be sunny to partly sunny on bothSaturday and Sunday with mostly clear skies both
nights. Highs will range from 34 to 39 each day
and lows will dip to the 23 to 28 range both
mornings. 'TRIVIA: Snow pellets are white inappearance and easily burst to the touch or when
--.Shrikp harrl nrnnnrl.
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Dill may squash student aid
"By Jim Schwartz
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CT5J - Tne
latest effort to balance the federal
budget could be the wont thing to
happen to student aid decade, educa-
tion lobbyists say.
Both the House Senate last week
ptesed versions of a bill-cal- led the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollin- gs bill-th-at
would portend deep cuts in federal
student finanacial aid through the
restof the 1880s.
A House-Senat- e conference com-
mittee will meet this week to Iron out
differences between the two ver-
sions would slash student aid spen-
ding to try to balance the federal
budget
."The entire education community
has opposed any version of Gramm-Rudman- ,"
American Council
Education (ACE) lobbyist Larry
Zaglanicsany says.
The bill calls for Congress to cut
the deficit 20 percent annually until
the budget is balanced.
. But Congress would have to spare
certain programs-Soci-al Security,
the interest on the national debt and
about 40 percent of the of the defense
budget-i-n making cuts. Education
is not among the sacred cows,
Zttlanicsany explains.
The House has added programs to
be spared, but not the student aid
programs, reports Kathy Oxer,
legislative director for the United.
States Student Association (USSA).
"The more you pull off the table, the
larger the cuts will be on that which
is left on the table," asserts
legislative aide William Blakey for
Sen. Paul Simon (D-H- l). long a stu-
dent aid proponent.
4)zer predicts some student aid
programs could be cut in half if
either the House of Senate version of
the bm passes. However, nobody is
sure because the depth of the cuts
depend on the deficit's cuts. Predic-
tions of the deficit's slxe have been
greatly underestimated in recent
years. Oxer observes. The Congres-
sional Budget Office now believes
the deficit will reach 1220 billion this
fiscal year, up from $40 billion in
1880, before the United States' huge
military buildup and the tax cuts of
WL..
The House and Senate versions of
"the Gramm-Rudman-Hollin- gs bill
differ mostly in form. The Senate
version allows the president to cut
budget items at his discretion if Con-gro- ss
cannot make the 20 percent
reduction as mandated by the bill.
(The House version of the defecit bill
aae a recession clause, which deac-
tivates the .budget cuts if the
economy falters, Oxer adds.
.Educators and students are worried
that giving President Reagan
'authority to cut the budget himself
would doom most federal student aid
programs, which the president has
sought to cut dramatically every
year. But no one is really sure about
ihe balanced budget bill's impact
because Congress won't have a final
list of which programs will be
'soared the axe until the end of the
hnoath. "Such uncertainty is the big
gest problem," Zaglanicsany says,
who is unwilling to guess about the
ultimate impact "Those who live
by the crystal ball end up eating the
glass."
Some, in fact don't think student
aid will suffer much in any case. "I
don't think you will see any one pro-
gram gutted. We are very careful
not to single out any one program,"
says Larry NeaL press secretary to
Sen. Phil Gramm (R-Tex- ). . Neal
does think congressional efforts to
exempt programs from budget cuts
invariably jeopardize those not pro-
tected.
The threat to federal student aid
programs which include Pell
Grants, College Work-Stud- y,
Guaranteed Student Loans, State
Student Incentive Grants and Na-
tional Direct Student Loans as well
as some specialized programs-follo- ws
three years of college lob-
byists' efforts to fight back the
Reagan administration's repeated
attempts to cut them. After agree-
ing to dramatic cuts In 1M1,. Con-
gress has kept most programs in-
tact freezing their budgets or in-
creasing their funding levels
marginally, Oxer recalls. The pro-
posed budget for this year, for exam-
ple, includes spending of about $8
billion on- - student aid, about the
same as 1884-8- 5, according to UJ5.
Dept of Education data. Moreover,
an increasing percentage of the
THE VOOSTEIt VOICE .Fr.WAY3)ZCZUEZTltit12Z5'XAGZ,1,
Guaranteed Student Load (GSL1
budget is going toward collecting
delinquent loans, says Dick
Hastings, who heads the Education
Department's loan collection ei-for- ts.
To comDensatefor the freezes.
tuition ha had to increase at twice!
the rate of inflation so far this
decade. Ozer says.
But even "those victories could
turn sour under the theme of reduc
ing the deficit" Oxer frets, voice
Education lobbyists contend the
arguments they've used to keep the
federal student aid budget stable the
last few years aren't working
against the balanced budget bill ad
vocates. "Gramm-suama- n is so
political that many members of Con
gress are not Bening to reason.
Facts and figures Just don't do tt,
Larry Zaglanicsany laments, we
ere doing everything we can, but we
haven't been too successful.
Ozer adds that other UUs to slash
student aid programs may be addea
to the bill to create an ambitious
deficit cutting program. One
Gramm-Rudma- n version, for exam-
ple, would trim the allowance
bankers recieve for making GSLs.
The proposed allowance cut added
to the consequences of the deficit bin
"will have a compounded inipact
and force many bankers to get out of
the GSL business, banking lobbyist
Bill Clohan says.
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Sports
Basketball seasons begins for men- -
By Bob Murphy
The College of Wooster Men's
Basxetbaii team is off to a credible
start this season, with a record of 2--
2, pending the outcome of a same
played last Wednesday night against
Betnany. xne scots' next two games
are ootn at Dome, witn a ma ten
tomorrow night against Grove City,
and one on the ll'th against Hiram
College.
The Scots' regular season began
on the weekend of November 22-2- 3,
when they traveled to the Buffalo
State Tournament, to take on both
Buffalo State and Lehman College.
Their first game was against
Lehman, from which the Scots
emerged victorious, defeating
Lehman 60-5- 2. Leading on the court
for the Scots was Junior Mike
O'Brian, a 6'-- 7" post, with 20 points
and 14 rebounds. Sophomore post
Charles Glen also put in 13 points to
help out the eagers on the board.
The Scots shot very poorly in the
first half of the game, bitting only 30
percent of their field goal attempts
for 25 points.
is.
v
Fortunately, their
defensive play was good that half,
and they held Lehman to few shots
and only 20 points. The Scots
shooting accuracy improved greatly
in the second half though, rising to 57
percent, for 35 points, urns insuring
tnem of victory.
On the second day of the tourna
ment, tne scotties lost fairly big to a
slick Buffalo State team. The final
score wound ud being 73-5-8. with the
Scots never really being in conten
tion ior most oi tne game. Again,
O'Brian led in both points and re-
bounds, with 17 and 8. resnectivelv.
5M0" Senior team Caniain Torrv
Pensyl also helped out with 7 assists.
After the Tournament, the Scots
travelled on Tuesday, November 28,
to Mt. Union College to play. There,
the Scots played well, defeating
them by five points, 59-5- 4. Once
again, Mike O'Brian led in scoring
for Wooster. with 14 points. 6'-- 3"
JJt'"mk', fB Hastings courtesy of
Sophomore Ed Ratleff tied in re--
bounds with O'Brian. both men hav
ing 8. Further, Ratleff led in assists.
witn a total of 8. As before, the COW
defense was tough, but the offense
could have made a few more points,
The Scots opened their home
season last Monday night.
December 2, with an exciting game
against Marietta, that unfortunately
wouna up in a loss against an en--
tnusiasucnome crowd.
In a game that went down to the
last four seconds, the Scots lost by
tne margin of one basket, 57 to 56.
Down by nine at half time, the Scots
came out and played some good ball
m tne second half to eaten up, get-
ting the crowd quite fired up.
Field Hockey;
Sadly.
the last shot of the game for Mariet-
ta went in, and that was it for the
Wooster Cagers. O'Brian had an ex-
ceptional game, with I rebounds and
18 points.
College of Wooster senior forward
Carol Martin capped off an excellent
season and wrapped up an outstan-
ding four year field hockey career
by being selected to the Penn Monto
All-Amer- ica first team. She was one
of only 16 players selected nation-
wide, and the honor comes on the
heels of her selection as North Coast
Athletic Conference Player of the
Year.
Martin, who led the conference in
scoring with 18 goals and 11 assists,
finished with 49 career goals and 20
career assists. She was a key factor
in Wooster receiving its third con
secutive NCAA post-seaso- n urarna
ment bid. The Scotties finished the
season with a 14-6- -1 record, in
cluding a 1-- 0 first round playoff vic
tory against Cortland State. During
her four years at Wooster, the Scot- -
ties were 50-19--5.
"Carol's accomplishments speak for
themselves," said Wooster coach
Sheila Neonan."but her biggest ac
complishment this season was herj
development as a team player.
In their first four games, the Scots
nave snown tne good defense Head
Coach La Wims predicted early on
that they would have. However, they
are going to need to start putting
more points on the board if they ex-pect to beat some of their tougher
competition later in tne season. Last
year, the team averaged 67 points
per game, which wims fen was in
adequate, so zar tms season, tney
have yet to top 60 points in any
game.
While Mike O'Brian is having
an outstanding season so far,
averaging 17.3 points per game, the
scots next best scorers, Terry ren
stI and Charles Glenn, are averie
ing a distant 1.3 and 8 points per
game respectively. Hopefully, as the
season progresses, this young Scot
team will start to work togetner to
become more threatening on of
fense.
Again, the Scots will play Grove
City at home tomorrow night, and
Hiram on December 11. Both games
start at 7:30 p.m. in Timpkin Gym
nasium, and promise to be exciting,
Volleyball
j S
Pensyl Named To All-Tournam- ent
Team At Buffalo state Classic
Senior Terry Pensyl (Urban)?
who took over as Wooster s starting
point guard this season, was named
to the Buffalo State University
Classic All-Tournam- ent team Nov.
23.
Pensyl, at 5-1-0, 165 lbs., scored 20
points and had 11 assists in two
games. The Scots were runners-u- p
in the tournament after losing tg
nosi Bunaio &uie in tne nnaisj
Wooster opened the tournament with
a ou-a-z win against penman college
--mj-
u
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Nora Land Named GTE-Academ- ic
All American
College of Wooster senior Nora J "Nora has been a key contributor
Land (Medina - Parma) has been Ito our offense and a major factor in
selected to the 1985 GTE CoSIDA khe success of Wooster volleyball
District IV Volleyball Academic All-- Murine the past several years." said
American First Team in the College Wooster coach Bill Skelly.
Land, a four-ye- ar starter, was a
co-capta- in for the 18S5 Scotties. She
recorded 483 set assists and 118 kills
this season. In addition, - she suc-
cessfully converted 94 percent of her
serves.
An Ancient Greek ma ior. Land
has maintained a 3.5 grade average.
THE
SHOP
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My Perspective
Penn State underated by the media
A Column by David Dean.
Well folks, this is my final column for the 18S5 sports
season, and what would be more fitting than for me to
write about the future matchup between five-wee- k
Number One-rank- ed Penn State and number two-rank- ed
Oklahoma in the Orange Bowl on New Years
Day. Both teams will be battling it out for the number
one spot and the distinction of being the 1SS5 National
Champions. If (and note the word "IT') Oklahoma
should beat Penn State, then by all measure of fair play
and rules Oklahoma would be crowned champ, and, if
critics have their way, Penn State will descend faster
than a ton of bricks dropped off the Empire State
Building. This leads me to my next point.
Over the past three and a half months, I have been
listening to the so-call-ed "critics of college football,"
and from every newspaper to television, station, they
laud the acheivements (whether the team won or lost) of
every other team except Penn State. Wait! I take that
back, Notre Dame has received worse insults. But who
can argue against it? While Penn State has decisively
beaten every foe in its path, the critics come back with a
"very minimal" victory when Penn State wins. Minimal
Victory! I find it very hard to swallow a 21-- 7 victory over
Pitt, or a 14-- 7 victory over Notre Dame as minimal I
Denison, Case Western dominate
News Services
CLEVELAND, OH-Deni- son Univer-
sity, the number 10-rtnk- ed football
team-i- n NCAA Division III and the
North' Coast Athletic Conference
champion, along with NCAC ran-ner- ap
Case Western Reserve
University, dominated the NCAC's
all-confere- nce football team,
.
as
voted by the NCAC coaches.
The Big Bed posted a perfect 10--0
regular season mark and then were
selected for the NCAA playoffs, los-
ing in the first round last Saturday to
Mt Union College. Denison, which
finished the year with an excellent
10-- 1 mark, landed seven players on
the first teams. Case Reserve,
which finished . 7-- 2 overall on the
year and 5--1 in the NCAC, landed
eight players on the first teams.
Each Conference team placed at
lelst one player on the first teams.
. Tailback Chris Spriggs of Denison,
a junior from Newark,- - Ohio and
Newark High School, was named the
Most Valuable Player on Offense
and is the recepient of the Mike
Gregory Award. The Gregory
Award will be presented annually to
the MVP on offense in the mane of
this former great Denison Universi-
ty athelete.
Athletes named
Newsservices
The selection of senior fullback
Rick Stem (Taylor, Mich.) as the
Scot's Most Valuable Player was the
highlight of The College of Wooster's
surprise to those who have followed
the career of the four-ye- ar letterwin-he- r.
Stern, who rushed for 323 yards in
91 attempts (3.6 yards per carry),
raised his career totals to 1129 yards
rushing and nine .touchdowns. He
never missed a game or a practice in
four years at Wooster.
Sophomore defensive end Brock
Jones (Dover), who was Wooster's
ifAt valuable Plaver on defense.
was the only Scot to be named first
team All-Nor- th uoasi Auueuc ajo
Spriggs led the champion Big Red
and dominated the league's offen-
sive categories, earning the highest
marks in rushing (116 yards per
game), total offense (178 yards per
game) and was second in passing ef-
ficiency (149.7 rating points). He
paced Denison to their ranking of the
nation's second-mo- st productive
total offensive team, averaging 442
ypg and 37J ppg. He is ranked
eighth among all Division III
rushers and last year was named
first team All-Amer- ica to the Pizxa
Hut-sponsor- ed
' Division HI team.
Spriggs has 5202 yards in total of-
fenseIn three seasons.
Linebacker Jay Todd of Case
Western Reserve University, ajunior from North Canton, Ohio and
Massillon Jackson High School, was
named the Most Valuable Player on
Defense and is the recepient of the
Hank Critchfield Award, presented
annually to the MVP on defense in
the name of this former great Col-
lege of Wooster athelete.
Todd was considered --one of the
leaders of a record-settin- g CWRU
defense-o-ne that led the NCAC in all
four team categories and finished
the 'Season as . the nation's third- -
to honors at VJooster
ference. Jones led the team in
tackles with 91 and established a
team record with 10 quarterback
sacks.
Other . all-conferen- ce selections,
which were announced at the ban
quet, included tight end Doug Grosel(Euclid), who caught iz passes ana
was named second-tea- m AI1-NC- AC
for the second consecutive year.
Wide receiver Tony Harris(Cleveland), who caught six passes,
including a 67-yard- er for a
touchdown, was a second team
selection. Sophomore tailback Tom
Kincaid (Grand Rapids), who led
the Scots in rushing with 440 yards
(4.3 yards per carry), was named
All-NCA- C Honorable mention along
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think I would call a team who wins by minimal stan-
dards as having the OSU disease (OSU just barely beat
Pitt to the harmonious tune of 10-7-). If validity is the pro-
blem for Penn State, maybe the critics should look into
the psychological trauma Penn State dealt to preseason
favorite Maryland or Notre Dame. If the "easy"
schedule is a problem tor most critics, then maybe they
should stop comparing the schedule of the Big 10 (or for
that matter PACK 10) with that of the independents and
concentrate on when the last time a Pack of
Big 10 team won the National Championship. To clear
up those vague memories, it was 1884.
If the critics think that Penn State is Just plain weaker
than Oklahoma, then maybe the game between Florida
and probationary FSU will bring them back to reality.
Florida beat FSU soundly. So much for bad teams. All
biases aside, Penn State has proven itself very worthy to
play Oklahoma in the Orange Bowl.
NCAC team
highest ranked total defense (NCAA
Division III). The Spartans allowed
a total of only 175.2 yards per game
over their nine-gam- e schedule and
only 1L2 points per game, standards
which eclipsed Conference records
set br CWRU last year.
From his Inside linebacker posi
tion. Todd was the Spartans' second- -
leading tackier with 59, had one in-
terception and one fumble recovery.
It was the third straight year as a
starter that he was the leader orrun--
nerup in tackles for the nationally-ranke- d
CWRU defense.
Keith Piper, Denison's coach of 32
years and one of the outstanding
coaches at any NCAA level, was ap
propriately awarded the "ncac
Coach of the Year" honor in football.
His Big Red's NCAC Championship
was the first outright championship
for Denison in the Piper era, though
they had shared the Ohio Conference
title in 1957 with Wittenberg Univer-- J
sity. The 10--0 undefeated regular
season was the first since 1948 (o-f-l;
when Woody Hayes was the Denison
coach. The 1985 squad was the first
m Denison history to win 10 games.
Piper is 168-109-- 16 in 32 seasons as
head coach (all at Denison) and is
wfth tarfcl Rnwie Rvder (Akron)'.
safety Terry Carter (Cleveland) and
roverback Darren Jtsarr irarma on
defense.
Don Mathews (Coiumous- -
Cincinnati) and Ron Grimm
(Dover)-- were the winners ox tne
Mueller-Galbreat- h Award honoring
the most outstanding offensive and
defensive freshmen.
The special teams award went to
sophomore Jon Bulkley (Wayland,
Mass.), who came close to breaking
several kickoff returns for
touchdowns and finished among tne
nation's leaders with an average of
24.9 yards per return.
Senior offensive lineman and four-ye- ar
letterwinner Fred Evans
ranked in the top 15 among all NCAA
coacbes for most wins in a career
In the last three seasons, his teams
havelost only five games (24-5-1-).
(Pedro) was named the unsung
hero, and senior wide receiver Jay
Overbve (Sharon. Conn.) was
guised as the team's best condi-ne-d
athlete and was named
Wooster's Ironman.
Senior nose guard and co-capt-ain
Tim Glaser (Fairview Park) waon
the Jim Kennedy Award, in recogni-
tion of his academic and athletic
achievements. Glaser also won the
Racky Young Award as the most in-
spirational player on the team.
voice
Tim Scott (Springfield) was
responsible for the most big plays on
offense while Jones won the most
awards during the season for big
plays on defense.
Cross Country
Patty Smanik Finishes 61th at NCAA
Cross Country Championships'
Patty Smanik. who battled the 80
degree temperature and an ex-
tremely difficult course, finished
68th from a field of 116 ar the NCAA
national cross country champion-
ships at Emory University in Atlan-
ta, GA.
Smanik covered the 3000 meter
course 1n 20:43, and although it was
not her best effort, Wooster coach
Craig Penney defended the per-
formance. "Patty thought she could
have run better," he said, "but she
did her best It is tough to come out
of training ing 40 degree weather
--i m xs a. a --. a. mmauuiace uum ijpeai oeiu
Franklin and Marshall captured
the 1985 national championship and
St. Thomas (Minn.) was second.
Allegheny finished ninth and Hope
was 12th. Middlebury College's Dor-
cas Denhortog won the race with a
time of 18:05.
Swimming
Henderson Shatters Yet Another
Swimming Record '
College of Wooster freshman
Brooke Henderson. (Beloit. Wise.)
; established her third new record of
the young swimming season when
she completed, the 200-yar-d in-
dividual medley in 2:18.5 during a
dual meet with John Carroll Univer-
sity Nov. 23. Her new mark eclipsed
the record of 2:18.61 set by Sonya
Alwyn just last year. . -
' Earlier in the season, Henderson
broke the record for the 50-yar- d
freestyle with a time of 259 and the
100-ya- rd freestyle with a time of
55.46. -
Football
It came as no surprise to anyone
who has followed The College of
Wooster football team this season
that Brock Jones was selected as the
team's Most Valuable Player.
Likewise, it came as no surprise to
Wooster opponents that he was nam
ed first team AU-Nor- tn coast
Athletic Conference.
Jones, a 5-1-0. 160 w. sophomore.
from Dover, led the team in tackles '
with 101, including nine for losses.
He also established a team record
for quaterback sacks with 10. He is
the first Wooster player ever to
receive first team honors in the new
conference.
WHAT THEY ARE SAYING
ABOUT BROCK JONES
I don't care if he only weighs 169 .
lbs. Give me 11 Brock Jones and we
will have a great defense."
Trainer Tom Love
"It's a good thing Brock is a small as .
he is because if he was any bif er,
he would play somewhere in Livt-sionL- "
Defensive Coordinator Tim
Pettorini
"Brock Jones won more weekly
awards than any other player this
season. I had to make up a new chart
to accomodate all bis awards."
Head Coach Bob Tucker
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This year, we've put together a computer system that
will make anyone's Christmas stockings roll up and down.
But we've also put it together for a price that will
blow your socks off
Because the Macintosh" personal computer lets
you work fester, smarter and more creatively. The Apple
External Disk Drive gives you the power to store and
W Appir Lompurr. hie yk and itir Applr lofjD ar irjjisinTti trxfcmfa of Applt Computer, kic
Loraor he and s hemic usd with eqms prrmrssioa
- V
Save a bundle on Apple's
holiday package.
5 ,V-f- il
i
.
.
..... !.:..- - $
lit ?Conetce
access information faster. And the ImageWriter1" printer
lets you print out crisp copies of your work. Lastly, there's
the Macintosh carrying case. Which lets you take your
Macintosh system wherever your work takes you.
So buy yourself a Macintosh system
for Christmas. Even if it is with your parents' I (
money.
kTUVrurr b a mdmart of Apple Compuer. Inc Mjamojh s l
:
; --
.
Saafatone
"A BOOKSTORE... AND MORE!!!
ndnralt of Mckaosh
it
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The scene of the television screen
Is one of pastoral tranquility in a
high meadow with cattle grazing, a
clear blue sky, and snowcapped
mountains in the backround.
Ton know this is a commercial, so
yon prepare to hear about fertiliser, --
feed, or even mCk. Instead, the
handsome, rotted looking young
man on the screen talks about beer:
"You're probably heard that Coors
isn'tpasteurixed. It's true,"
Wait a minute. You cant make a
beer eommerical in a cow pasture!
Where's the hype, the raxxle-daxxl-e,
the ex-jock- s?
The man goes on to explain that
pasteurization involves heating, and
while that may be good for milk, it is
not necessarily good for beer. He
then says that Coors purifies its beer
without heat
Simplicity, honesty, and product
information are what make this
commercial and eleven additional
television advertisements in the
"Coors is the one" campaign one of
the most sucessful in recent years.
The May 27,1885, issue of Advertis-
ing Age reported that "Coors is the
one" was the best recalled beer
advertising in the United States dur-
ing April. Advertsining Age said
consumer response to the series pro-
ves it still is possible to get noticed
without using "sex, glamour, -- emo-
tion, or patriotism."
The' series informs viewers about
the attributes of Coor'i product and i
lets them decide for themselves
about trying the beer. .As Coors
Brewing Division President Peter
Coors says, "There's no hoopla here, --
this is just plain old beer talk."
Gary Naifeh, Coors brand direc-
tor, said the advertising concept
resulted from careful analysis of
consumer preferences. "The accep-
tance of our product confirms that
people want a beer which is not
heavy or bitter, but which still has
spirit We decided our commercials
would be effective if we just talked
about our product in a logical,
straight forward manner, "Naifeh
said.
Foote, Cone and Belding, Chicago,
Coor'a advertising agency, created
the series and selected Mark Har-
mon to be spokesman after ex-
haustive research indicated that
Harmon was best for the job based
on his mascaling yet wholesome ap-
peal to both men and women, his
sincerity and his down to earth style.
Harmon is the central figure in the
commercials, but Coors beer is the
star. In successive commercialsHarmon moves from a mountain top
in the Colorado Rockies to a snow
covered field, the cow pasture, a
lonely country road, and the Coorsbrewery. In each natural setting he
calmly and convincingly explains
the was Coors is brewed, aged,
stored and shipped. Each commer-
cial ends with the --tag line "Coors is
the one."
Editors Note:
In hoping to provide a little more
news from the "outside world" wehave included a press release from a
major news ' service so one canbecome better informed ot issues
that involved our national attention.
Editor's Note II:
One more question: Who writes
these things?
